1* Introduction* An approximate identity on the line or the circle is a family of bounded nonnegative L 1 functions {K a } such that \κ a = 1 and lim α \κ a = 1 for all intervals / = {x: \x\ ^δ}, δ> 0. The convolutions f a = f*K a of a given function / with the members of an approximate identity provide approximations which converge to / in various ways depending on /. For a finite interval, for example, /«->/ uniformly if / is continuous; f a -+f in L p if feL*(l^p< oo);f a -*f w * if/eL TO [3, p. 22] . For specific approximate identities (Poisson kernels, heat kernels, the Fejer kernel) one also has f a -> f pointwise almost everywhere. The proofs of these theorems use additional properties of the several kernels beyond the very general conditions for an approximate identity.
To illustrate, the Poisson kernel for the disc is 2π 1 + r 2 -2r cos θ
If feLX-π, π), let /(r, θ) ^ f r {θ) = (/*P r )(β). Then /(r, θ) is harmonic in |z|<l, and /(r, θ) -+f(θ) a.e. as r-> 1. In fact, one actually has the following classical theorem on nontangential approach: /(r, θ) -*/(#) a.e. as (r, θ) -> (1, θ) along any nontangential path.
Our purpose here is to prove a theorem of this form: If feL 1 and f a -f*K a , then f a ->/ a.e. The hypothesis is that {K a } be an approximate identity (on the circle or line) with two additional assumptions. The first of these is simply a smoothness assumption: K'a is continuous, and each K a has a unique maximum, and decreases monotonically away from this maximum in both directions. The second extra assumption (condition (e)) limits the distance from the origin at which K a can have its maximum. In the applications, condition (e) determines which translates of 18 H. S. BEAR a given approximate identity can be added to the family so the result will still be an approximate identity. For the Poisson kernels, condition (e) is equivalent to restricting approach to a boundary point to paths within a Stolz angle. Hence condition (e) is in some sense "best possible." Applied to the heat kernels our theorem gives apparently new results on the kind of approach toward a boundary point for which heat convolutions converge to the boundary function a.e.
For the Fejer kernel, "approach to a boundary point" is not a relevant idea. However, we do obtain information about how the modulus of continuity of the Cesaro sums of an L ι function depend on n. The same sort of inference can be made for the other kernels, and is basically what is involved in the results on "nonperpendicular" approach.
There is nothing novel in the proof of the theorem. What is new is the isolation of the simple conditions which make all the standard proofs work, and the fact that translates of an approximate identity again form an approximate identity when suitably indexed. It is this last fact which gives the paths toward boundary points along which pointwise convergence takes place. The proof depends on a number of simple lemmas. Throughout this section we assume that {K a } is a smooth approximate identity on X, where X is either the line or the circle. The notation will be for the case X-( -o°, oo).
Proof. This is immediate from (b) and (c).
Proof. 
JU|Ξ>«5/2
The next lemma is relevant only if X-(-°°, °°).
Proof. This follows from (d) and the fact that K a e ZΛ LEMMA 5. For all δ > 0, \ JC ~> 0 as a -> oo.
Jlxl^ί
Proof. We consider the interval [δ, oo). The proof for the other cases is similar. For each a, K' a e L ι by (d) and Lemma 3, and
The next lemma uses condition (e) in an essential way. Condition (e) determines the paths toward boundary points (i.e., points x 0 of X) along which the convolutions f*K a will approach f(x 0 ) a.e. Proof. Fix M > 0, and pick a 0 so that | x a | < M for a > a 0 . Now we consider only a > a 0 , and show that I | xK' a (x) \dx ^ B, where B is independent of M. Fix a, and assume 0 <^ x a < M; the same sort of argument works if -M < x a ^ 0.
, which is the same as (1).
COROLLARY.
T%β iίmiί (1) /ιoWs whenever f is continuous at x.
THEOREM 1. If feL\ and {K a } is a smooth approximate identity, then (f*K a )(x)-+f(x)
a.e. as a-> °o; specifically, the limit holds for all x for which (1) holds, and so in particular for x where f is continuous.
Proof. Fix x, and let δ > 0.
Let J lf J 2 , , J β be the six integrals above, in the order in which they occur.
By Lemma 1, J 2 -> 0 and J 4 -^0 as α-^oo, J Λ and J z are similar to each other, and we estimate J ± :
Hence J x -> 0 and J z -> 0 as a -> oo by Lemma 3. Finally we show that J δ -+0 for every x for which (1) holds, and a similar argument holds for J 6 .
Let x be a number for which (1) holds, and let
Observe that ^(a?) -0, that β is continuous, and that K a (δ) -> 0 for any fixed <5, as α-^ oo. Now we estimate the final integral.
where B is the constant of Lemma 6. Choose 3 so the right side of (2) In all the applications we take as our net {K a } the translates of some standard approximate identity {L β }. Hence we state the following simple observation as a lemma.
LEMMA 8. Let {L β } be a smooth approximate identity, and let For the applications, we so order the pairs (/9, £) that condition 22 H. S. BEAR (e) also holds. The restrictions imposed by (e) determine the paths along which pointwise convergence occurs.
If the indices (/S, t) are so ordered that (β f t) -» oo implies β -> oo
3. Applications. In this section we apply Theorem 1 to the Poisson kernels for the disc and half-plane, to heat kernels for the half-plane and the first quadrant, and to the Fejer kernel. (1, 0) . This is formally stronger than the usual statement "F(r, θ) -> L along any path to (1, 0) within an angle." Actually, the two statements are equivalent, and we will write "(r, θ) -> (1, 0) in an angle" for (r, θ) -* <*>.
If a = (r, 5), then αj α of condition (e) is given by x a -θ, and condition (e) is satisfied as follows: To get the usual statement, replace s Q -θ hy θ in the right side of (4) 
7Γ
Here -oo < s < oo, and y>0, and {PJ is an approximate identity as y -> 0 + [3, p. 123] . Let
where -°o < x < ©o and ]/ > 0. Order the pairs (x, #) as follows:
Hence (x, y) -+ °° means y-+Q+ and (x 9 y) stays between the lines y -±Ax. We will indicate such a limit by "(x, y) -> (0, 0) in an angle."
If α = (a;, 7/), then x a = cc, and condition (e) becomes where -00 < s < oo, and t > 0. The family {&J is an approximate identity as ί-*0+ [4, p. 31] , and k t (s) satisfies the heat equation
V Aπt
Order the indices (x, t) as follows:
hen (a;, ί)-> 00 means ί-^0+ and (a?, t) lies over the parabola t = αry^ We will write α (x, t) -^ (0, 0) over a parabola" for (a?, ί)-* 00 -If a = (x, t), then x a -x, and condition (e) is satisfied as follows:.
Replace s 0 -a; by x on the right side of (8) For a function / in L\t ^ 0) we want to obtain an extension f(x, t) which satisfies the heat equation in the first quadrant. Since Theorem 1 treats a convolution on (-oo, oo) rather than (0, oo), we first prove a lemma which puts Theorem 1 in accessible form.
LEMMA 9. // {K a } is a smooth approximate identity on (-oo, oo) , and K a = 0 on (-oo, b a ) , and /eL^O, N) for every N, then
Proof. Extend / to the whole line by letting / = 0 on (-oo, 0).
As a-^oo, limsupb a ^ 0 by Lemma 2. Hence (9) holds for almost all x in (0, oo).
For x > 0, the kernel h x is defined as follows: -e~χ 2/i8 if s>0
The function hjp) satisfies the heat equation d 2 u/dx 2 = du/ds everywhere except (0, 0) [4, p. 16] . For fixed x > 0, h x (s) = 0 for s ^ 0, and /&S has a unique maximum at s = # 2 /6. The maximum value is
The functions {h z } form an approximate identity as x-+0+ [4, p. 71] . Let
0 if s ^ ί .
-" if
Note that JBΓ (β . t) Ξ 0 on (-<χ>, t) , so the b a of Lemma 9 is: b {Xtt) = ί. Order the points ($, t) of the right half-plane as follows: fix B > 0, and let and (as, ί 
The family {L n } is smooth approximate identity on [-π f π] and /*L Λ = σ n , the nth Cesaro sum of the Fourier series for / [2, p. 79] , [3, p. 17] . We let K {M) (s) = L n (s -x), and order the pairs (n, x) as follows:
{n, x) > (n\ x') iff n ^ n' , w |OJ| <^ A, w' |&'| <; A .
Then (w, x) -> co means w -> oo and | x | <£ A/w. The unique maximum of K {n>x) is jBΓ (Hιa .)(ίc) = w, so condition (e) reads Let s 0 be a point where the limit above exists, and let ε > 0. Then there is N so that \σ n (s 0 -x) -6r n (8 0 )| < e if n^ N and x I <; 1/τt. Hence we have an estimate of the modulus of continuity of σ n9 for large n, and this estimate does not depend on /, so long as (1) holds at the point in question.
The kind of continuity statement made above for the Cesaro sums can be made for convolutions with any smooth approximate identity. For example, let f r (θ) = (f*P r )(θ) where P r is the Poisson kernel. For ε > 0, there is r ε so that |/ r (s 0 ) -f r (s Q + θ)\ < ε for all r ^ r e and all θ such that θ ^ A(l -r). We have an explicit estimate of how the continuity of f r at s 0 depends on r. The estimate is independent of /, so long as (1) holds at s 0 .
